• Young Women’s Ministries encourage young women to improve their potential for participation in the mission of the church.

• It is a support system for hurting young women whether they are suffering from breakup, divorce, abuse or simply loneliness.

• It is a forum to help address topics and issues as they affect the young woman.

• It encourages young women to join church spiritual growth training programs such as VOP, Master guide etc.

• It encourages young women to become involved in all areas of ministry in their church, their community, and in their home.

• It mentors young women so that they may find joy in the Lord.

• Young Women’s Ministries recognizes that young women have many Gifts of the Spirit, and it attempts to help young women discover and use these gifts to the glory of God.

2021 is a packed year. All the events planned are to help us achieve these and be a united family.
YAWM needed revival. The young women thought it necessary to come together and reason as to what was to happen this year to help all young ladies stay connected despite the hardships of covid. The meeting was held at Serene view gardens.

We came together and fellowshipped.

We received our 2021 journals as we start the Habukkkuk 2:2 journey which says And the LORD answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may run that readeth it.

We deliberated on that which we want to accomplish this year.

YAWM spent time brainstorming, we dreamt about that which we want to achieve.

We are happy with that which we intend to do.

Self introspection was done.

We prayed for our plans.

We wrote down our desires.

We asked God to fulfill what each YAWM member had written in their journals.
We visited one of the mothers in the church as a courtesy call. YAWM practiced being the hands of Jesus on earth by doing good through community service in an interesting and fulfilling way. We embraced our diverse African cultures as we unite to serve God.

It was a beautiful day that at YAWM we took time to show love and support to our mother. The love and warmth was felt and we bonded with her. The most beautiful thing was seeing her smile because to us our goal was met and that brought joy to us. - Amy.

There is indeed a blessing in serving others, and that blessing comes in the form of joy. The kind of joy that only God can provide, joy that gives life a meaningful purpose. - Ronaihah.

Visiting our mother was such an overwhelming joy to our hearts, her happiness put smiles on our faces and her words encouraged us to continue the same mission. - Lesedi

The visit to mummy was a much needed one. It was an overwhelming experience of love, joy and service to our mother. The visit was also an eye opener to how little we are doing as a church to offer continued support to those in need of it. - Dina.

Being the hands of Jesus was made practical. Sometimes all you ever need is someone to rub your feet and tell you it is okay. - Simphiwe

We felt like flowers that walked to her doorstep and bloomed in her yard by helping her clean up the whole yard. It was such a joy to work and fellowship together. - Mavis

Have you ever felt the relief or that unexplainable feeling of carrying one other’s burden and just witnessing the glow up in their countenance? Well it was the same with mummys visit.

The family that prays together stays together. We prayed for God’s guidance in all we do. I love prayer and believe it is my calling. - Sanele.

Galatians 6:2, Bear one another’s burdens and so fulfill the law of Christ. I felt relieved that at a time where our mother needed a smile. I could take part in making her smile, my memorable moment is when we started singing while gardening and she emerged with her sweet-snap, that melted my heart. My burdens also got lifted as we were lifting hers. -Enalani.
The Revival and joy was visible as all YAWM had a fulfilling day—Mummy K.

The fitness session was really amazing, not only physically, but also spiritually as we started our session with a very powerful and uplifting words of encouragement—Ama Freeman.

Jumping in the most exciting way. We believe in ourselves and all that we are. There’s something inside Motswedi YAWM that is bigger than us and greater than our obstacle.

A fun-filled day it was as we used fitness to glorify GOD. A true necessity as He requires us to take care of our bodies holistically. What an exhilarating experience which brought oneness to God’s girls—Matang.

Well, the fitness session was amazing. My body was stretched. It made me realize that unfit I was, and how I wanted to incorporate exercise in my daily routine—Bulambo.

We are ready to conquer our fears. We are ready to win. We are ready to get fit!!!! Motswedi Fitness club is loading.

We believe that we can accomplish whatever we set our minds to do. We are royalty we are a special kind.

Girls who exercise together stay together. What a mountain top we experienced as Motswedi YAWM as we launched the fitness club. YAWM has embraced the slogan your health is your wealth. God designed that the living machinery should be in daily activity; for in this activity or motion is its preserving power—The Health Reformer, May 1, 1873.
Motswedi Yawn identify themselves as Proverbs 31 Ladies. This session was organized to share experiences, ideas and encouragement on how we can all be Ladypreneurs in the days that are faced with high rates of unemployment by many youths.

Proverbs 29:18 – Where there is no vision, the people perish. If YAWM are truly going to be a business owner they needed training on the importance of having a vision for their future.

The Pastry Accountant – We sell delectable, soft baked & no bake treats, deserts to be specific. Motswedi YAWM Business Network was actually a confirmation that I m on the right track, it helped boost my confidence on what I m doing above everything else. I learnt to give my business the respect that it deserves – Asule.

I have walked away from the YAWM business session with principles to last a lifetime. For gained the knowledge that I am a product, a letter to be read. And that how I view myself say a lot about me and the God I serve. Where there is hard work, determination and focus, God adds a special blessing for us to prosper and of we break he shall truly answer granting us our professional desire according to His will. Keokabile.

From the YAWM session I learnt that common and feeble women have themselves to be used by God in the past... They build a legacy for God, His mission and their families. I got an affirmation that God has great plans for His children, and that all things are possible when I believe because the one who wish me is greater than the one against me. I learnt that Gods work will reach far and sputtering parts when we are financially resource – Emang.

The business expo came with a lot of benefits. I was able to get new customers. And I learnt a lot from the speakers and they also motivated me to take my business seriously. I also got to learn a lot from different people that exhibited their businesses, there was so much excitement at the exhibition I left energized and it stirred my passion even more. Batselwe.

The network session gave my business NEF-AID Solutions an opportunity to exhibit. This was a great opportunity for us young ladies in the church to become familiar with each others businesses and as such will be able to support each other better now that we are more familiar with each other businesses – Phatsimo.

I am part of a network marketing business that sells kitchen valley and general storage containers to everyone. Tupperware brings stylish storage and cooking solutions for every home. I decided to exhibit my business to my fellow young women to show them that its possible to run a small business at our age and we can succeed if we work together - Onadimo.

I am product, so there is need to always develop and refine my skills. For you to master anything you need to do it a thousand times – Batsho.

PG Plaza sells elegant clothes, shoes, homeware and crafts. From the session I learned that Jesus had come in so that I may have life in Abundance. So Im going to work hard to grow, be great and a wealthy child of God - Gereta.